
Do you want to be a
Resource Provider 
on the BUYERTISE network?

www.BUYERTISE.com



Before reading this presentation please read the following. 
 
Some information on Buyertise may create an unreasonable risk for readers who choose to apply or use the information in their own
activities or to promote the information for use by third parties. Buyertise, it’s management, nor anyone associated with Buyertise can
hel be responsible for your use of the information contained in or linked from these web pages. 
 
Buyertise assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of this site. The information contained in this
site is provided on an “as is” basis with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy, usefulness or timeliness.
 
Any use of any information on Buyertise should be considered “use at your own risk” and is not to be considered advice, consulting, or
any other form of suggestion to be used by its readers nor constitutes investment advice.  
 
Buyertise has no contract with readers of the content of this site or presentation and assumes zero monetary or legal responsibility of
any use of content.
 
If you do not agree with the aforementioned please do not proceed forward further.
 
 

Disclaimer



CONTRIBUTE TO BUYERTISE  

 WE ARE ALWAYS
LOOKING FOR WAYS TO
HELP ENTREPRENEURS 

 

If you would like to contribute to BUYERTISE's
resource section then learn how to on the next  

page

www.BUYERTISE.com



How to Contribute in
3 easy steps

Choose a topic that is relevant to either a buyer or seller of a
business
 
 
Create a 3 to 7 of content on a topic >>> Focus on your
Audience's Needs, keep the message simple, and make it FUN
 
 
Send to BUYERTISE- include your full contact information; if
we use your content we can tell our users you are the
contributing editor

Please note not all contributions will be used and that all contributions sent become sole property of BUYERTISE INC.
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Advertise >>> Buyertise >>> Monetize
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